“Entertainment on another Level”

“Ventriloquist with a Twist”

One
OneMan...
Man…

…Multiple Personalities

ABOUT KENNY
Entertainer, Kenny Byrd and Friends® creates
entertainment for audiences of all ages.
Ventriloquist, humorist and motivational
speaker Kenny has a rich history of bringing
laughter and entertainment to people
everywhere. His myriad of characters are so
life-like, audiences forget that they are an
extension of Kenny Byrd's energy. Performing
across the world for television, corporate
events, colleges, clubs, resorts and charitable
organizations - Kenny Byrd uniquely creates
unforgettable interactive comedy in the
moment that is unparalleled to other forms of
live entertainment.
Audiences are drawn into an intimate family
to share sidesplitting laughter.
Refreshing involvement, followed by praise
long after the stage is empty, has earned
Kenny Byrd his reputation for being a world
class entertainer and catalyst for fun.

THE FRIENDS
Kenny Byrd and Friends comprises a team of hilarious energetic characters,
sure to make you smile. With unique and distinct personalities, they each take
on a life of their own. The team includes:

Rudy
Mr. Bird
Skunk

Freddie the Frog
Baby Monkey
Mr. Snake

…And more!

World Class Entertainer
Kenny Byrd and Friends has toured the following countries:

Australia

England

New Zealand

Amsterdam

Greece

Portugal

Bahamas

Iceland

Puerto Rico

China

Indonesia

Saudi Arabia

Columbia

Ireland

Singapore

Costa Rica

Italy

Thailand

Denmark

Mexico

Tortola
Turkey

An All American Act…
Kenny Byrd and Friends has also
performed in 46 of the United States
of America.

Contact
Kenny Byrd and Friends
Phone: (716) 228-7112
Email: info@KennyByrd.com
Visit Us: www.KennyByrd.com
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What are people saying about

“

His talent is
incredible. I still can’t
believe it was only

one man!
-Frank Pitruski,
Audience Member

Kenny Byrd?

“

”

“

I believe the

standing ovation
said it all.
-Bob Moss,

[He] has an uncanny ability
to play to your audience; listening for and capturing
characters from the group as you go along.
-A.S. Willett,
Quaker Oats Company

Discover the Laughter

Big Brothers and
Sisters
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